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Vorfrühling 

Härte schwand. Auf einmal legt sich Schonung 
an der Wiesen aufgedecktes Grau. 
Kleine Wasser ändern die Betonung. 
Zärtlichkeiten, ungenau, 
greifen nach der Erde aus dem Raum. 
Wege gehen weit ins Land und zeigen’s. 
Unvermutet siehst du seines Steigens 
Ausdruck in dem leeren Baum. 

Rainer Maria Rilke, Austrian poet and novelist (1875-1926). 

Early Spring  

Harshness has vanished. An unexpected softness 
has seeped into the meadows' wintry grey. 
Little rivulets of water change 
their singing accents.  
Tender feelings hesitantly 
reach towards the earth 
from the air above. 
Country lanes stretch out into the distance  
heralding the change 
suddenly expressed in the bare tree. 

(Translated by Michael Whitburn) 

Spring - the optimistic season: a time of renewal; of new life 
being born; the promise that everything can start again and, as 
we turn our backs on winter, a time generally seen as the 
beginning of better times.  

The coming of spring in 1917 would have given the men in the 
trenches of WW1 very little cause for optimism. The weather in 
April that year was appalling and there was nothing to suggest 
that the end of the war was getting any closer.  

100 years ago this month, in the north of France, the Allies 
launched the Nivelle Offensive, also known as  Le Chemin des 
Dames (9-20 April 1917). The onslaught was yet another doomed 
attempt to break through German lines with no regard for 
human life on the part of the High Command. 

The survival of a soldier wounded on the Western Front often 
depended on prompt medical treatment. In this issue, we look at 

the chain of medical services in the British army during WW1.  
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Also in this issue, we report on the official tribute recently paid to Edmond Thieffry. 
Members of the Brussels Branch attended a commemorative event at the monument to the 
Belgian pilot and war hero. 

And, of course, how could we possibly ignore Vera Lynn’s 100th birthday celebration? RBL 
member Fleur Empringham tells us about her memorable encounter many years ago with 
the hugely popular singer referred to during WW2 as “the Forces’ Sweetheart”. 

We also remember RBL member Fred Hobbs who, sadly, passed away on March 2nd 2017.  

Michael Whitburn, Newsletter coordinator 

WW1: ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO THIS MONTH 

THE NIVELLE OFFENSIVE, 9-20 APRIL 1917 

Spring Offensive  

Halted against the shade of a last hill, 
They fed, and, lying easy, were at ease 
And, finding comfortable chests and knees 
Carelessly slept. But many there stood still  
To face the stark, blank sky beyond the ridge, 
Knowing their feet had come to the end of the world. 

Marvelling they stood, and watched the long grass swirled 
By the May breeze, murmurous with wasp and midge, 
For though the summer oozed into their veins 
Like the injected drug for their bones' pains, 
Sharp on their souls hung the imminent line of grass, 
Fearfully flashed the sky's mysterious glass. 

Wilfred Owen (b. 18 March 1893 – d. 4 November 1918), English poet and soldier. 

On April 20, yet another ambitious Franco-British attempt to inflict a decisive defeat 
against German troops ended in failure.  

Robert Nivelle, who had replaced Joseph Joffre in December 1915 as Commander-in-chief 
of all French forces, had tenaciously argued for a major spring offensive in spite of 
powerful opposition in the French government.  

The aim of the offensive near the Aisne River was to capture the 80-km-long, east–west 
ridge of the Chemin des Dames (about100 kilometres north-east of Paris) and then attack 
northwards to capture the town of Laon.  

In preparation for the planned offensive, the British army began its attacks on April 9 
around the town of Arras, capital of the Artois region of France, with the limited objective 
of pulling German reserve troops away from the Aisne, where the French would launch the 
central thrust of the offensive. Of the nearly 1,000 heavy guns used in the attacks, 377 
were aimed at a six-km stretch of front below Vimy Ridge, a high point overlooking the 
plains of Artois, France, to the east. The Canadian Corps was given the task of moving 
forward to capture the ridge itself. After overcoming 4,000 yards of German defences, the 
Canadians captured Vimy Ridge on April 12 - a national triumph for Canada and a 
successful outcome for the initial phase of the Nivelle Offensive, as the Germans were 
forced to double their strength in the Arras region and thus draw forces away from the 
area further south, where Nivelle was preparing to launch his attacks. 
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           https://en.wikipedia.org/ 

On April 16, Nivelle and the French began their assault along an 80-km front stretching from 
Soissons to Reims along the Aisne River. Despite the evacuation of reserve troops to Arras, 
the German positions were deeply and strongly entrenched in the area, which they had 
occupied since September 1914. The Germans had ample warning of French intentions from 
their intelligence systems, and the Allies were literally outgunned from the beginning of the 
battle. The overconfident Nivelle had ordered a rate of advance of up to two kilometres per 
hour, which proved almost impossible given the terrible weather conditions and the strength 
of enemy fire. 

 

French tank on the move ( https://en.wikipedia.org ) 
 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/
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For this attack, known as Le Chemin des Dames, the French used tanks in great numbers for 
the first time; by the end of the first day, however, 57 of 132 tanks had been destroyed and 
64 more had become bogged down in the mud. In all, the French suffered 40,000 casualties 
on April 16 alone, a loss comparable to that suffered by the British on the first day of the 
Somme offensive of July 1, 1916. Over the next three days, the French made only modest 
gains, advancing up to seven kilometres on the west of the front and taking 20,000 German 
prisoners. The attacks were called off on April 20. 

The high casualty rate among French forces during the ill-fated Nivelle Offensive, combined 
with the continuing effects of exhausting battles at Verdun and the Somme, led to sharply 
increased discontent among the soldiers on the Western Front. Mutinies began in late April 
1917, and by June had affected 68 divisions, or about 40,000 troops. On April 25, Nivelle was 
dismissed as Commander in chief. He was replaced, on May 8, by the more cautious Philippe 
Pétain, the hero of the Verdun resistance.  

Source: http://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/nivelle-offensive-ends-in-failure 

BRITISH ARMY MEDICAL SERVICES DURING WW1 

by Jacqueline Daugnaix-Whitfield 

The survival of a soldier wounded on the Western Front often depended on prompt medical 
treatment. During a major battle hundreds or even thousands of men were in a similar 
situation. It was essential to have an efficient system that could retrieve the wounded, 
transport them to a safe area and then treat them.  

However, just getting off the battlefield could take hours – even days. While those with light 
wounds might scramble to safety, others relied on teams of stretcher-bearers. Too often, 
these were overwhelmed with casualties. They were also under orders to retrieve the least 
badly wounded first.  

Ideally, the wounded first made it to a Regimental Aid Post, then on to a mobile Advanced 
Dressing Station. These were basic care points. Here, often in appalling conditions, injuries 
might be cleaned and dressed, injections given and – in the case of Dressing Stations – 
emergency amputations carried out.  

Reaching either care point was not easy. In the crowded trenches priority of movement was 
given to ammunition, then reinforcements and only thirdly to the wounded. 

In these early stages men were assessed and labelled with information about injuries and 
treatments. Medical Officers had to prioritise. Using a procedure known as triage, patients 
who would benefit most were marked for immediate treatment, while the others had to wait. 
Many were beyond help. Morphia and other pain-killing drugs were often the only treatment 
given.  

Except for the very lightly wounded, the next stop was a Casualty Clearing Station (CCS).  

These were military medical facilities located behind the front line beyond the range of 
enemy artillery and near transportation facilities. Initially the wounded would be transported 
there in horse-drawn ambulances. Over time motor vehicles, or even narrow-gauge trains, 
took over the job. 

Where possible, a CCS would be set up in an existing building – a school, factory or hospital, 
often expanding to huts and tents to provide more accommodation. Major surgical operations 
were possible at a CCS. Unfortunately, in these pre-penicillin times, patients often 
succumbed to infections.  

 

 

 

http://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/nivelle-offensive-ends-in-failure
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Casualty_Clearing_Station 

The job of the CCS was to treat a man sufficiently for his return to duty or, in most cases, 
to enable him to be evacuated to a Base Hospital. It was not a place for a long-term stay. 

Only the seriously injured travelled further. As the means to organise grew, these men 
were transported en masse in ambulance trains, road convoys or even by canal. Their 
destinations were either the large Base Hospitals near the French coast or a ship heading 
to England. 

The system was vulnerable however. Even medical posts set well behind the lines could be 
shelled or even overrun in the course of battle. Damaging bottlenecks could arise in the 
chain through a sudden tidal wave of wounded men – as happened during the Somme 
campaign. 

Casualty Clearing Stations moved quite frequently, especially in the wake of the major 
German attacks of spring 1918 and following the Allied victories in the summer and 
autumn of that year.  Many of them moved into Belgium and Germany with the army of 
occupation in 1919. Military cemeteries are often located close to former wartime CCSs. 

 

One such cemetery is Belgrade Cemetery (Saint 
Servais, Namur). It contains the remains of  249 
Commonwealth burials of the First World War (149 
British soldiers and 2 airmen, 45 Canadians , 5 
Australians , 2 South Africans, 2 Indians and 1 New 
Zealander), most of them dating back to the ten 
months when Casualty Clearing Stations were posted 
to Namur after the Armistice. 

Sources: http://www.makingthemodernworld.org.uk  
http://www.1914 -1918.net 
http://www.ww1cemeteries.com/ww1cemeteries/bel
gradecemetery.htm 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Casualty_Clearing_Station
http://www.makingthemodernworld.org.uk/
http://www.ww1cemeteries.com/ww1cemeteries/belgradecemetery.htm
http://www.ww1cemeteries.com/ww1cemeteries/belgradecemetery.htm
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FRIENDS OF THE FALLEN 

The Friends of the Fallen are members and supporters of the Brussels branch of the Royal 
British Legion. Once a year, on or around Armistice Day, they place Poppy crosses, Stars of 
David or non-denominational Poppy sticks on the lonely graves of British and Commonwealth 
soldiers and airmen to signify that these young men and women are not forgotten. 

Should you wish to place a Poppy cross or stick on a lonely grave and make your 
Armistice Day more meaningful, you can always contact Jacqueline Daugnaix-Whitfield 
on mobile 0470 04 23 55 or email: fb812300@skynet.be . There is probably a cemetery 
not far from where you live where a lonely soldier or airman is buried. You will find 
more information on: http://www.inmemories.com/index.htm 

So why not become a Friend of the Fallen? 

Crosses and sticks are supplied free of charge for RBL members. For supporters they are 
priced at €2.00.  

If you would like to make a donation to the RBL Poppy Appeal, please mention you wish 
to become a 'Friend' when you contact Jacqueline Daugnaix. Thank you. 

EDMOND THIEFFRY 

Edmond Thieffry was a Belgian WW1 air ace and aviation pioneer. Together with Léopold 
Roger and Jef de Bruycker, he operated the first successful flight between Belgium and the 
Belgian Congo (now the Democratic Republic of Congo). 

Thieffry was born in Etterbeek (Brussels), 59 rue des Rentiers (now rue Général Leman) on 
28 September 1892. He was educated at Leuven where he studied Law (hence his wartime 
nickname, "The Flying Judge").  

In 1913, he is called up for military service. At the start of the First World War he is 
captured by the Germans, but escapes to the Netherlands on a stolen motorcycle and is 
arrested by the Dutch military police. Having talked his way out of custody - he was after all 
a lawyer - he travels to Antwerp and is re-incorporated in the Belgian army.  

 

mailto:fb812300@skynet.be
http://www.inmemories.com/index.htm
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In 1915, Thieffry is transferred to the Belgian air force and on 1 February 1916, he joins 3rd 
Squadron as an observer for the artillery. Thieffry gains official “ace” status when he shoots 
down two German fighters over Diksmuide, on 3 July. On 31 August, his aircraft is badly 
damaged by two German fighters, but he manages to land behind Belgian lines.  

Thieffry is also remembered for a truly amazing stunt when, having taken off from a small 
airfield near Dunkirk, he flies over occupied Belgium and drops four Belgian flags over Brussels 
weighted with bags of earth from the only remaining piece of unoccupied Belgian soil behind 
the river Yser. The first flag is dropped over the Collégiale (now Cathédrale) Saints Michel & 
Gudule, in the centre of Brussels, the second over his childhood home in the rue des Rentiers, 
the third over his fiancée’s home (with a love-you note attached: “Un bien affectueux bonjour 
à ma fiancée bien-aimée”) and the fourth over his old school, the Collège St Michel. 

When he arrives back at base (with only one litre of fuel left in the tank), he is given a good 
dressing down by his commanding officer, but his spectacular coup d éclat earns him a Mention 
in Dispatches for bravery and the Croix de Guerre. 

 He claims his 10th and last “confirmed kill” on 10 October 1917. This, together with five 
“probable kills”, puts him in third place on the list of Belgian aces.  

A few months later, on 23 February 1918, he is wounded when his plane is shot down over 
Kortrijk. Thieffry will spend the rest of the war as a POW in Germany.  

At the end of the war Thieffry returns to his law practice, but remains active in the field of 
aviation. He is one of the founders of Sabena in 1923 and as such, soon begins to make plans to 
establish an air link between Belgium and the Belgian Congo. At the beginning of 1925 and 
with the active support of King Albert I, he is granted permission from the government to 
attempt the very first flight from Brussels to Léopoldville (now Kinshasa).  

He leaves on 12 February together with his mechanic Jef de Bruycker and co-pilot Léopold 
Roger. The flight, which is meant to take 7 days with stops at Marseille, Oran, Colomb-Bechar, 
Gao, Fort-Lamy, Bangui and Coquilhatville, is seriously delayed by strong adverse winds and 
mechanical problems including a broken propeller. The crew finally arrives at Léopoldville on 3 
April, 51 days after take-off, and having flown 8,200 km., Thieffry and fellow crew members 
return to Belgium where they are welcomed as heroes. 

Thieffry will later be involved in plans to operate an internal air service in the Belgian Congo. 
During his second test flight, on 11 April 1929, Edmond Thieffry and fellow aviator Gaston 
Julien are killed when their plane crashes close to Lake Tanganyika. Thieffry is 36 when he 
dies. It will be another 10 years before a regular air service is established between Brussels 
and Léopoldville. 

On 10 July 1932, a monument is inaugurated in Etterbeek to perpetuate the memory of 
Edmond Thieffry and commemorate the first air link between Brussels and Leopoldville. A 
metro station and a street have since been named after him. 

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edmond_Thieffry 

 

On 27 January 2017, a commemorative event to honour the memory of the WW1 air ace and 
aviation pioneer was organised at the Edmond Thieffry Monument, avenue Boileau. Several 
members of the RBL Brussels Branch attended the ceremony. A plaque was unveiled the same 
day at nr. 57, avenue Général Leman, once home to Edmond Thieffry. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edmond_Thieffry
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Above: many local schoolchildren 
attended the ceremony  

Left: RBL members Andrée Ferrant 
and Jean-Pierre Pede at the 
monument  

Below: Standard Bearers including 
(2nd left) Freddy Loiseux for the 
Brussels Branch 
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REMEMBRANCE CEREMONIES IN LAAKDAL 

by Peter A. M. Van den Broeck,  
LTC (GS) Belgian Air Force, RBL Brussels Branch & 11 November Remembrance Committee 

In May 1940, many Belgian soldiers were killed in and around Laakdal (province of Antwerp) 
while trying to repel the invading German army. They are buried in the cemetery of Groot-
Vorst (part of the larger commune of Laakdal since 1977, together with Klein-Vorst, Veerle 
and Eindhout).  

The Burgomaster, the 11 November Remembrance Committee and a number of volunteers are 
fully committed to organizing 11th November ceremonies and associated initiatives. 
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In 2016, the visit was to the Canadian-Polish museum in Maldegem and to the Canadian 
cemetery in Adegem, where a recently identified WW2 Canadian KIA had been buried the 
week before. 

Every year, on 11th November, ceremonies including delegations, bands and a piper are held 
at four different monuments in the Laakdal area. Poppy wreaths are laid and children place 
poppy crosses at the memorials.  

On behalf of a grateful Nation, in the spirit of international cooperation and under the motto 
"Never again War", the commune of Laakdal tries to get as many World War veterans as 
possible to attend these events. 

 
 

 

In the weeks prior to 11th November, two 
active service Air Force officers volunteer 
to hold classes about the two World Wars 
for the benefit of local schoolchildren. 
The two officers served in Bosnia and 
Afghanistan and so are perfectly qualified 
through questions and answers to explain 
the link between past and present. The 
initiative is very much appreciated by 
schools and children alike.  
 

 

Every year, the 11 November Remembrance 
Committee also proposes a special tour 
sponsored by the local authority. Battlefield 
tours in and around “Wipers”, Vimy, 
Fromelles, Halen and Bastogne have already 
been organised. The commune also sponsors 
visits to the concentration camp of Breendonk 
(National Memorial) for the benefit and 
education of local schoolchildren (6th graders 
– aged 12). The tour guide is a Laakdal 
resident who can speak from first-hand 
experience, being a former prisoner at 
Breendonk and one of the camp’s few 
survivors.  
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In 2016, we welcomed representatives of the United Kingdom, Australia, the United States 
and The Netherlands.   
 

          
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

A delegation of the 2nd Armoured Division 
Remembrance Group offered to take 
veterans and guests from one ceremony to 
another in WW II vintage vehicles – a most 
welcome and much appreciated initiative 

One of our veterans, Sam Mondelaers, was 
taken in a WW2 FN sidecar, driven by two 
WW2 Belgian uniform collectors. Sam was a 
reconnaissance soldier during WW2 and his 
unit and his sidecar were destroyed by 
Stukas. As it happens, the driver of the FN 
sidecar is currently busy restoring Sam’s 
original sidecar that was bought off a scrap 
merchant! 
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There were moving performances by the 
buglers who played “the Last Post” and the 
lone piper who gave a stirring rendition of 
“Flowers of the Forest” at each of the four 
monuments. Our veterans are proud to wear 
their medals and fly the flags of their old 
units, but their ranks are getting thinner by 
the year. 

After the ceremonies, the participants were 
treated to a reception and lunch courtesy of 
the local authority. 

Later that day, the 11 November Committee 
could congratulate itself on having 
contributed to the success of a 
remembrance event that pays tribute to 
those who gave their lives in the service of 
 

 

 

 

peace and who “shall not grow old as we that are left grow old”. The younger veterans of 
recent conflicts will make sure the tradition is continued and that the message of “Never again 
War” is not forgotten. 

Lest we forget 
 

BREXIT 

by Michael Whitburn 

On June 23rd 2016, 17.4 million British citizens voted to leave the European Union despite the 
dire warnings – some would say scaremongering - of a broad coalition of opinion including the 
leaders of the three biggest political parties, the trade unions, major business leaders, 
distinguished scientists, the majority of economists, and Barack Obama. 

Ali Smith, author, playwright and journalist, captures the immediate post- Brexit mood in her 
latest novel, Autumn: 

“All across the country, people felt it was the wrong thing. All across the country, people felt 
it was the right thing. All across the country, people felt they'd really lost. All across the 
country, people felt they'd really won. All across the country, people felt they'd done the 
right thing and other people had done the wrong thing. All across the country, people looked 
up Google: what is EU? All across the country, people looked up Google: move to Scotland. All 
across the country, people looked up Google: Irish Passport Applications. All across the 
country, people called each other ‘cunts’. All across the country, people felt unsafe. All 
across the country, people were laughing their heads off. All across the country, people felt 
legitimised. All across the country, people felt bereaved and shocked. All across the country, 
people felt righteous. All across the country, people felt sick. All across the country, people 
felt history at their shoulder. All across the country, people felt history meant nothing. All 
across the country, people felt like they counted for nothing. All across the country, people 
had pinned their hopes on it. All across the country, people waved flags in the rain. All across 
the country, people drew swastika graffiti. All across the country, people threatened other 
people. All across the country, people told people to leave. All across the country, the media 
was insane. All across the country, politicians lied. All across the country, politicians fell 
apart. All across the country, politicians vanished...”  
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So how did it happen? Was it really all about the fear of immigrants? Or was the vote to 
leave a giant protest vote against the political class by people who feel economically 
deprived? Or was the vote triggered by resentment towards hopelessly out-of-touch 
Brussels bureaucrats and anger at the arrogance of many Euro-enthusiasts who could see 
no reason why people should say No to Europe other than they were senile, ignorant or 
racist, and probably all three together. 

It is also quite possible that a great many people simply did not understand the full 
implications of their vote or that people allowed themselves to be influenced by the 
media and manipulated by the likes of Nigel Farage and Boris Johnson. 

Whatever the reasons behind the vote to leave, the consequences for British and European 
citizens alike are hard if not impossible to predict with any degree of certainty.  Much will 
depend on the outcome of difficult negotiations that are about to begin between Britain 
and the EU. In the meantime, many people - and British expats in particular – are feeling 
increasingly uneasy about what the future holds in store for them. 

 

Cartoon by Andrew Fisher 

Expat Citizen Rights in EU - 'ECREU' - is a lobby and self-help group set up to make sure 
expat citizens’ rights are foremost in the minds of those negotiating Brexit.  

ECREU is working to get British MPs and Brussels Representatives on side to state the expat 
case in any discussions and negotiations resulting from the UK's decision to leave the EU. 

ECREU does not seek to make political points, does not support any political party or 
group. Their only aim is to work to protect the post Brexit best interests of UK citizens 
living in the EU and EU citizens living in the UK.  

A major concern is what will happen to UK-issued pensions. Will they continue to be issued 
regardless of where the recipients live? How will pensions be taxed in the future and how 
will this affect the recipient’s overall income in the country of tax liability? 

Should you be concerned about any of these issues, ECREU may be able to help. You can 
find more information on their website or you can contact Brian Kemp directly on 
briankemp@ecreu.com. 

Brian Kemp lives in Central France. He is an ex Royal Air Force Electronics Engineer and 
ECREU's HM Forces coordinator.  

 
 
 
 

https://webmail3.ulb.ac.be/webmail.php?&form-type=readmail&TO=briankemp@ecreu.com
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 COMMEMORATIONS AT HOTTON AND LA-ROCHE-EN-ARDENNE 

The Hotton War Cemetery is a British war cemetery near the village that marked the limit 
of the German advance in the Ardennes counter-offensive of December 1944/January 1945. 
Most of the soldiers buried at Hotton died in the military operations to hold and drive back 
the enemy. Of the 667 war burials, 527 are British, 88 Canadian, 41 Australian, 10 New 
Zealand and 1 Polish. 

 
 
The ceremonies at La Roche and Hotton have always been high on the list of major RBL 
Brussels Branch events. Every year they provide an opportunity for members to spend a 
pleasant day together and have lunch in good company.  

Some of you will no doubt recall the 2005 commemoration when – 60 years after the end of 
WW2 – the veterans’ badge was awarded to eight Branch members: (from left to right)  

Reg Whitburn, Eric Johnson, Harry Shaw, Kenneth Bowring, Tom Egan, Harry More, 
Freddy Lepeer, and Jack Whittle. 

 

On 16th December the Germans 
launched their last counter-
offensive against the lightly held 
Ardennes sector. Its aim was to 
recapture Brussels and Antwerp and 
cut ally supply lines. The 50-mile 
advance was stopped on Christmas 
Eve. On 3rd January American 
troops backed by British 
reinforcements struck back and 
within 4 days the Germans were 
forced to withdraw.  

Source: 

http://www.bulge1944.com/hotton
-war-cemetery 

Left : Infantry of 53rd (Welsh) 
Division in the snow near Hotton, 
Belgium, 4 January 1945   
© IWM (B 13395)  
 

http://www.bulge1944.com/hotton-war-cemetery
http://www.bulge1944.com/hotton-war-cemetery
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Invitation to the commemorations at Hotton and La-Roche-en-Ardenne,  

Sunday 7th May 2017 
 
Many of you, we are sure, will wish to attend this major annual event.  The commemorations 
at Hotton and La Roche are important not only to us, but also to the local people who every 
year pay tribute to the British soldiers who died in the Ardennes counter-offensive in 
December 1944/January 1945. Please find hereunder the detailed programme: 

07:30 - SHARP - Departure by minibus or by car from the Metro car park at the junction 
between the Avenue de Wezembeek and the avenue Vandevelde in Kraainem. 

09:30 - Arrival in Hotton in front of the church alongside the river and to a welcome coffee 
offered by the Town Council at the restaurant “Le Jacquemart”. 

09:45 - Church Service jointly led by the Curate and the RBL chaplain. 

10:30 - After the service, all gather round the Monument to the Fallen at the entrance of 
the church - speeches by Local Authorities and wreath laying. 

All follow the local Band, on foot or by coach, through the town and up the hill to the 
cemetery. 

11:15 - Ceremony of Remembrance with a word of welcome by our President Andrew Fisher 
and Rev. Ann Babb with the second wreath laying  and distribution of Poppy Crosses.  A tree 
will be planted after the ceremony to symbolise the long-standing relations between the 
people of Hotton and the RBL 

12:00 - Down to the Sports Hall for refreshments hosted by the town authorities 

13:00 - Lunch at “La Command'Rie” in Hotton. The two-course menu (see below) including a 
glass of wine, beer, soft drink or water is priced at €22.00 to be paid on the day. 

16:00 - “La Roche”, short Memorial Ceremony at the 51st Highland Division monument       
and third wreath laying followed by drinks hosted by the Burgomaster of Hotton. 

Return to Brussels. 

To book your meal and reserve your seat in the minibus or in a car, please contact our 

Honorary Secretary Andrée Ferrant by e-mail andree.ferrant@hotmail.com or phone 

0494/61.96.65. Please remember to BOOK NO LATER THAN 28TH APRIL 2017. 

RESTAURANT LA COMMAND’RIE – MENU 

Main dish – Plat principal Dessert 

Brochette mixte bœuf/poulet + risotto en piperade Crème brûlée tradition 

Beef/chicken brochette + risotto with peppers Traditional caramel custard 

or or 

Waterzooi de volaille à la gantoise Mousse au chocolat 

Chicken with leeks, celery, carrots and potatoes Chocolate mousse  
In a creamy sauce 

or or 

Dos de cabillaud aux poireaux Tiramisu aux fruits rouges 

Cod fillet with leeks Tiramisu with soft fruits 

Price : €22.00 including main dish and dessert + one glass of wine, beer, soft drink or water 

 

 

mailto:andreeferrant@hotmail.com
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TELL THEM ABOUT THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION BRUSSELS BRANCH 

Brussels Branch membership now stands at 127 and though the figure has remained more or 
less stable in recent years, we feel it is time to encourage more people to join.  

All of you can help boost membership by talking to people around you and telling them 
about our organisation - about what we do and why we do it.   

So this is what people ought to know about the Royal British Legion: 

The RBL is a leading Armed Forces charity. Membership is open to everyone. You don't 
have to be a serving or ex-Service person. We welcome men and women of all ages, 
whether they have served in the Armed Forces or not. And you don’t have to be British 
either. The Brussels Branch of the RBL has a mixed membership made up British and 
Belgian members working side by side. 

 

The main fund-raising activity on an annual basis is the Poppy Appeal – a particularly strong 
tradition in Belgium where, in the fields of Flanders and Picardy, the blood-red poppies 
grew around the bodies of the fallen soldiers who lost their lives in the terrible battles of 
the First World War. 

So if you know anyone who may like to join, why not bring them along to one of our 
informal Branch lunches. A reminder that lunches are organised all the year round, on the 
2nd Monday of every month, from 12.00, at Le St Hubert, Place des Chasseurs Ardennais, 
1030 Brussels.  

Anyone interested can find more information on membership@britishlegion.be or on the 
Branch website www.britishlegion.be 

Inquiries can be addressed to Jean-Pierre Pede, Membership Secretary, on  
jppem.jp@gmail.com or by phone to Brenda or Colin Puplett on 02 7674726.  

And don’t forget to say that the annual membership fee is still only €22.00! 

 

The Brussels Branch of the Royal British Legion brings 
together like-minded people who care about our Armed 
Forces personnel, past and present.  

The Branch provides Welfare for a number of 
beneficiaries - ex-service men or women in need of 
varying levels of support. This typically includes 
hospital and home visits as well as financial assistance.  

The Branch also provides a social focus for members 
including trips, lunches and other activities.  

Like other branches in Belgium the Brussels Branch also 
provides military representation at many of the 
ceremonies organised at cemeteries and memorials to 
the missing in Belgium. 

 

mailto:membership@britishlegion.be
http://www.britishlegion.be/
mailto:jppem.jp@gmail.com
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There'll be bluebirds over 
The white cliffs of Dover 
Tomorrow 
Just you wait and see 
 
There'll be love and laughter 
And peace ever after 
Tomorrow 
When the world is free 

 

VERA LYNN TURNS 100 

Vera Lynn, the singer who became hugely popular during WW2 celebrated her 100th 
birthday on March 20 last. She is best known for her 1939 hit “We’ll Meet Again”, which 
became an all-time favourite with troops posted overseas and their families back home. 
Other best known songs include “I’ll Be Seeing You”, “The White Cliffs of Dover”, “A 
Nightingale Sang in Berkeley Square” and “There’ll Always Be an England”. 
 

 

         Vera Lynn with British troops in Burma, 1942  (http://www.telegraph.co.uk ) 

Vera Lynn – Dame Vera as she is officially referred to today - grew up in East Ham and 
made her singing debut aged seven at an East End working men's club. Two years later 
she joined a juvenile troupe and by 1932, at just 15 years old, she was running her own 
dancing school. 

From 1935 she was singing on radio with the famous Joe Loss band and then in 1937 she 
started to sing with the no less glamorous Ambrose Orchestra, which played in West End 
nightclubs like the Cafe Royal and the Mayfair.  

She remained with Ambrose until 1940. She was 21 at the outbreak of war and her 
career was just starting to flower, with regular appearances in radio broadcasts.  

In 1940 she went solo and the following year she married Harry Lewis, a clarinet and 
saxophone player with the Squadronaires.  

 
 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/
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She was awarded an OBE in the 1969 New Year Honours and was later advanced to Dame 
Commander of the Order of the British Empire (DBE) in the 1975 Queen’s Birthday Honours 
for charitable services. 

In 2009, at the age of 92, she became the oldest living artist to top the UK album chart. 

On March 17, she released a new album to celebrate her 100th birthday. 

Source: http://www.express.co.uk/celebrity-news/780436/dame-vera-lynn-centenarian-
incredible-career 

THE DAY I MET DAME VERA LYNN          

 by Fleur Empringham  
 

 

Fleur Empringham & Vera Lynn at the 1973 Poppy Ball 

Arthur contacted Mr Burca, manager of the Metropole Hotel and a true anglophile, with the 
result that a suite for Vera Lynn and her husband Harry Lewis was offered free of charge. And 
on the Friday evening, a cocktail party at the British Consul's residence was planned to which 
important members of the British Community would be invited. Vera Lynn and her husband 
would be arriving on the Friday and it was decided that Arthur and myself would take them 
from the Hotel Metropole to the British Consul's residence.  

I must admit, I felt a bit apprehensive about meeting this Sweetheart of the Forces, so much 
admired and loved by all Service Men and Women. But I need not have worried because I was 
in for a big surprise. The Vera Lynn I was introduced to turned out to be a very pleasant, 
natural down-to-earth person. As soon as we were introduced, she and her husband 
embarked on a friendly conversation and we set off for the cocktail party. 

The Poppy Ball was a real sensation and our 56-year-old Vera Lynn delighted us with her most 
popular songs. But she also proved to be a very generous lady by bringing along stacks of 
records to be sold for the benefit of our good cause. Thanks to Vera Lynn's presence at 
the1973 Poppy Ball, the RBL Brussels Branch Donation to the Charitable Fund went down that 
year as the most important contribution in the history of the Branch. 

This year, 44 years later, this great lady is celebrating her 100th birthday and the nation 
remembers because they still love her. And here in Brussels, we also remember that Never-
to-be-forgotten 1973 Poppy Ball.  

And so, from all the members of our RBL Brussels Branch, congratulations and best wishes 

on your 100th Birthday, Dame Vera Lynn. We still love you.  

 

In 1973, my husband Arthur was the 
British Legion Brussels Branch 
Committee Member in charge of all 
entertainment. During that summer, 
he and our chairman Doug Cooper 
decided to put in a request for Vera 
Lynn (she had not been made a Dame 
yet) to support the Poppy Appeal by 
attending our yearly Poppy Ball held in 
November. 

To their great delight, their request 
was granted and they could go ahead 
planning the great event. 

http://www.express.co.uk/celebrity-news/780436/dame-vera-lynn-centenarian-incredible-career
http://www.express.co.uk/celebrity-news/780436/dame-vera-lynn-centenarian-incredible-career
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FAREWELL TO FRED HOBBS 

by Colin Puplett 

Fred lived his 92 years through very changing times, from growing up in a small village in 
Surrey until ending his last years in Overmere in Belgium. 

Fred started work at an early age. Most of his working life he was employed by British Rail 
or on the London Underground. 

The last years of Fred's life were not his first experience of Belgium. His first was during the 
Second World War when, on his 20th Birthday, he landed in Normandy on “D” Day + 3. He 
was attached to the Middlesex Regiment as part of a heavy mortar group and later 
participated in the freeing of Antwerp. 

 

Fred was one of the few Members of our Branch to 
receive the Legion d' Honneur for his participation 
in the Normandy Landings in World War 2.  

Fred's war experiences included some gruesome 
sights such as the liberation of a concentration 
camp. He also spent several weeks over Christmas 
1944 assisting the Americans at the Battle of the 
Bulge (Ardennes).  

Some readers may remember Fred's visit to the 51 
Highland Division Memorial at Roche en Ardennes 
where he was photographed. 

Fred met his wife Ivy after returning to the UK 
from Germany at the end of the war. Life became 
more normal and they had a son, Trevor.  

When they retired, Fred and Ivy moved to Wales. 

They enjoyed going on cruises and holidays visiting 
different parts of the world.  

It took some courage, later in life, for Fred and Ivy to make 
the move from the UK to a small town in Belgium so they 
could live near their son and son’s family. Though Fred and 
Ivy were no Dutch speakers, they found a welcoming and 
friendly atmosphere in their host country and were soon 
involved in activities organised by the local Belgian  
veterans – also represented at Fred's funeral. 

Fred was such an easy person to get on with. He had a very 
warm and welcoming disposition and would always greet 
you with a smile. Fred will be sorely missed. He was the 
type of person you would call "the salt of the earth". 
Naturally, we will keep in touch with Ivy and hope that we 
will see her at some of the Brussels Branch events in the 
future. We will remember him. 

Fred Hobbs passed away on 2nd March 2017. The funeral 
ceremony was held at Westlede Lochristi crematorium. The 
Branch was represented by Brenda and Colin Puplett. 
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Month CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

April  • Mon 10th - 12:00  – RBL monthly Lunch, “Le St Hubert” 

May  • Sun 7th - Commemorations of the Battle of the Bulge at Hotton and La- 
Roche-en-Ardenne (see details above) 

• Mon 8th - 12:00 - RBL monthly Lunch, “Le Saint-Hubert” 

• Wed 24th – 10:00 - Tribute at Rebecq Memorial to commemorate the 
British and Canadian airmen who died in the crash of their Lancaster 
aircraft on 28.05.1944.  

June  • Mon 12th - 12:00 – RBL monthly Lunch, “Le Saint-Hubert” 

• Sat 24th – 11:30 - British Memorial Day – Annual Remembrance Service 
at the Cemetery of Brussels in Evere. The Commemoration will be 
preceded by coffee at “Le Dej'Journalier” (Av. du Cimetière de 
Bruxelles, 136), and followed by lunch at “Le Lion Belge” Ch. de 
Louvain, 1002). Lunch details at the beginning of June. For further 
information please contact Kate Andrews or Andrée Ferrant: 
katewheadon@gmail.com / andree.ferrant@hotmail.com    

July  • Mon 10th - 12:00 – RBL monthly Lunch, “Le Saint-Hubert” 

• Sun 30th – 20:00 - Passchendaele, 3rd Battle of Ypres Centenary 
commemoration, Market Square, Ieper  

• Mon 31st – pm - Passchendaele, 3rd Battle of Ypres Centenary 
commemoration, Tyne Cot cemetery, Zonnebeke 

BRENDA KNIGHT CELEBRATES HER 100TH BIRTHDAY 

by Colin Puplett 

Vera Lynn is not the only person we know who has just celebrated her 100th.  

At the end of January, Brenda Knight celebrated her own centenary with family and friends. 
The Burgomaster of Anderlecht was keen to congratulate her; she received a signed photo 
from the King and Queen of the Belgians who wished her a happy birthday; and Colin Puplett, 
on behalf the RBL Brussels Branch, presented her with a very special birthday telegram from 
Buckingham Palace: a message signed by HM and a photograph of the Queen set in an 
attractive frame. 

Brenda was born in Holborn, London, in 1917. After the death of her parents she went to live 
with an Aunt in Canterbury.  

 
 

At the outbreak of the Second World War she joined the Women's 
Auxiliary Air Force, affectionately referred to as the WAAF, 
where she rose to the rank of Leading Aircraft Woman. In 1943 
she married Henri, a Belgian soldier stationed in the UK. She had 
two children by him, Jacqueline and Michel, but the marriage 
only lasted a few years and ended in divorce. There would be two 
other marriages to follow. 

Brenda led a busy and exciting life in many different parts of the 
world. When she worked for Pan American Airlines, for example, 
she was stationed in Léopoldville in what was then the Belgian 
Congo.  
 

mailto:katewheadon@gmail.com
mailto:andree.ferrant@hotmail.com
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Peter Barlow, Timothy Beuselinck, Vincent Billet, Lucille Bowring, Paul Claes, Richard 

Cordier, Ed Cutting, Joan Delaney, Philip Dewurst, Daniel Ellis, Carey Foran-Weekers, Alec 

Grant, Rhoda Grant-McArthur, Kenneth Heselwood, Trevor Paul Hobbs, Mario Impens, Alfred 

Jacob,  Kathleen Marie Johnson, Freddy Lepeer, Margaret Lysak, Louise Mayne-Vander 

Meulen, Alan George Moffatt, Ann Morley, Sybille Orts, Rosemary Pallett, Marie-Louise 

Paton-De Petter, Jacques Patteet, Ethel Elisabeth Pede-Moffatt, Alan Puplett, Olivier 

Sermeus, Paul Tucker, Peter Van Den Broeck, Valerie Van Steenwegen,  Michael Whitburn.  

 

Joan Anselot-Crawshaw, Marcelle Gratton-Couvert, Paule Hearn, Eric Johnson, Louise Mayne-

Vander Meulen and Claire Whitfield. 

 

With many thanks for their contributions to this April issue to Andrée, Andrew, Colin, Fleur, 
Jacqueline, Jean-Pierre, Peter and of course, Filomena for her invaluable technical 
competence and almost obsessive attention to detail. 

 
Newsletter contributions gratefully received – please email NL Coordinator Michael Whitburn 
on mwhitbur@vub.ac.be 

Happy birthday wishes to the branch members who have celebrated 

their birthdays since the previous issue of the Newsletter in January: 

Following the tragic death in a road 
accident of her third child Martine, 
Brenda joined the Salvation Army and 
worked for the organisation in America. 
She also lived in France, Switzerland and 
of course, in Belgium where she worked 
for Michael Rose. 

Brenda now lives in Anderlecht, in a home 
for the elderly and is regularly visited by 
her son Michel, by family and friends and 
by the RBL. 

So many hugs and best wishes, Brenda, 
from all our readers and contributors. 

Left: Colin Puplett hands over the signed 

and framed telegram from HM the Queen. 

Very special congratulations to the branch members 

who have recently celebrated their 90+ birthday: 


